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 Nanoparticle shape can improve drug delivery, based in part on 
recent fi ndings that fl exible, worm-like nanocarriers (Worms) 
increase the amount of drug delivered to tumors and shrink 
the tumors more effectively than spherical micelles (Spheres). 
Here, all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are used 
to build a rational coarse grain (rCG) model that helps clarify 
shape-dependent effects in delivery of the widely used anti-
cancer drug Taxol by block copolymer micelles. Potentials for 
rCG-MD were developed to examine the partitioning of this 
hydrophobic-aromatic drug into Worms and Spheres that self-
assemble in water from poly(ethyleneglycol)-poly(caprolactone) 
(PEG-PCL), a weakly segregating amphiphile. PCL is a biode-
gradable, hydrophobic polymer widely used in biomaterials 
and accurately modeled here. Thermodynamic integration of 
the force to pull a single Taxol molecule from the micelles into 
solvent shows that twice as much drug loads into Worms than 
Spheres, fully consistent with experiments. Diffusivity of drug 
in the hydrated PEG corona is surprisingly slow compared to 
that in the core, indicative of strong but transient drug-polymer 
interactions. The distinctly distended corona of the Worms 
enhances such interactions and refl ects the same balance of 
molecular forces that underlie an experimentally-validated phase 
diagram for simulated Spheres, Worms, and Bilayers. More-
over, with realistic drug loadings in micro-second simulations, 
Taxol is seen to draw PEG chains into the PCL core, dispersing 
the drug while localizing it near the interface—thus providing a 
molecular explanation for a measurable burst release of drug as 
well as the enhanced delivery seen with Worms. 

 Cancer is diagnosed today in about 50% of the population 
over the average lifetime of a person, with nearly all therapies 
pushed from bench to bedside based solely on trial-and-error 
experimentation, particularly when it comes to formulation. 
Current treatments generally include chemotherapy, and many 
of the top anticancer drugs in the clinic have a hydrophobic 
and/or aromatic character that allows them to permeate cell 
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membranes but also motivates packaging into nanoparticles 
of various types [  1  ] . In solubilizing a drug to increase the inject-
able dose, nanoparticles generally improve pharmacokinetics 
compared to free drug as they limit rapid excretion through the 
kidney and increase the drug delivered to a disease site such 
as a tumor. [  2  ]  Paclitaxel or “Taxol” is prototypical and one of the 
fi rst anti-cancer drugs discovered (in the bark of the Pacifi c 
yew tree). It is now one of the most common anti-cancer drugs 
in the clinic as it binds and stabilizes microtubules to frus-
trate cell division, [  3  ]  and for similar reasons Taxol is also used 
in numerous polymer coatings on drug-eluting stents to help 
prevent restenosis. [  4  ]  Nanoparticles of various materials have 
been designed for delivery of such hydrophobic-aromatic drugs 
plus other therapeutics and are now widely investigated, with 
recent discoveries including the surprising advantages of fi la-
ment-shaped particles on circulation, delivery, and even tumor 
shrinkage. [  5–8  ]  Filamentous viruses that include several strains 
of infl uenza are of course natural assemblies, some of which 
can circulate, are physically fl exible, and can carry multiple 
copies of the virus’ genome. Synthetic amphiphiles that also 
self-assemble into fi laments or other micelles and vesicles in 
water are attractive for delivery applications, especially when 
biocompatible and degradable, but the interplay between drug 
partitioning, interfacial effects, and morphology is generally a 
resource-intensive process of experimentation. At high drug 
concentrations, perturbations to nanoparticle structure, proper-
ties, and/or drug aggregation can be perplexing and potentially 
contribute to mechanisms such as a burst release in which drug 
is lost shortly after loading. Here we address such issues with 
rational coarse grain molecular dynamics (rCG-MD) simula-
tions that tie closely to the physical chemistry of polymer-based 
micelles and drugs. 

 Block copolymer amphiphiles are simply too large to simu-
late atomistically, but rCG-MD models that maintain specifi c 
chemical properties show great promise in clarifying physical 
properties such as amphiphile phase behavior in water. Our 
approach to modeling in a chemically exacting manner begins 
by accurately capturing solubilities and fl exibilities of each 
polymer chain. [  9  ,  10  ]  Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) is a widely used 
biocompatible polymer and so are polyesters such as the poly-
caprolactone (PCL), which is attractive for drug delivery sys-
tems and other biomaterial applications such as stents [  11  ]  due 
to its gradual hydrolysis to monomers. [  12  ]  The phase behavior of 
PEG-PCL block copolymers can depend on the method of pre-
paring the micelle, bilayered vesicle, or nanoparticle [  13  ,  14  ]  and 
can be complex because PCL is semi-crystalline. [  15  ]  A hydro-
phobic anti-cancer drug such as Taxol adds an additional level 
of complexity to self-assembly as well as controlled release. 
mbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 1wileyonlinelibrary.com
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 Nonetheless, it is clear from wide-ranging experiments of Taxol-

loaded, PEG-PCL based Wormlike fi lomicelles (‘Worms’) that–
compared to Sphere micelles of the same composition–Worms 
load about twice as much drug, deliver almost two-fold more 
drug to mouse tumors, and can also sustainably shrink tumors 
that are untreatable with Taxol-Spheres. [  16  ,  17  ]  Here, we utilize a 
novel set of rCG-MD approaches to examine the morphological 
dependence of Taxol delivery with PEG-PCL micelles. Thermo-
dynamic integration together with other methods of analysis 
quantify drug partitioning and characterize drug dispersion. 
First we show that Taxol partitions two-fold more in the cores 
of Worms  versus  Spheres, and we ultimately provide an explana-
tion for the sudden and generally ineffi cient ‘burst release’ seen 
with many types of drug delivery systems. [  17  ]  

  Computational Experiments: Enhanced Taxol loading is in 
Worm Micelles:  While our rCG-MD models of strongly seg-
regating but relatively short block copolymer amphiphiles of 
 ∼ 1 kg/mol or less have been shown to assemble into the 
expected bilayers and micelles in water, [  18  ,  19  ]  drug delivery appli-
cations often use longer chains ( �   1 kg/mol) and weakly seg-
regating amphiphiles such as PEG  x  –PCL  y   ( x  and  y  in g/mol). 
Achieving the proper but subtle balance between solubilities 
and chain fl exibilities is critical to self-assembly as well as exper-
imentally relevant integration of Taxol within a rCG-MD model 
( Figure    1  A). All-atom simulations of a melt of PCL oligomers at 
1 Atm and 300K (Figure S1) are used at the start to obtain the 
fl exibility parameters of the rCG model, while all-atom simula-
tions of Taxol partitioning in 3-octanol and water are likewise 
© 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag Gwileyonlinelibrary.com

     Figure  1 .     Rational Coarse Grain Models of PEG-PCL and Taxol with Free Ener
is modeled with one CG bead per ethylene glycol monomer and three CG be
two blocks. Taxol’s CG model maps 3-5 heavy atoms into each CG bead. Sup
and Worm micelle cross-section used for thermodynamic integration with Ta
and PEG in orange is shown with its hydration layer of CG water. Taxol’s aro
metry axis of the worm micelle. D, E. Thermodynamic integration constrains
ures the constraint  Force  vs  r . The core dimensions of Sphere and Worm mic
the transition to water is taken at 0.01% PEG density, which is also close to
is determined relative to the center of the micelle, although the minimum fr
coeffi cient for Taxol transferred into water from each micelle is calculated, a
needed to parameterize bonds and angles for realistic fl exibility 
and solubility. The rCG models break-up each molecule into 2–5 
heavy atoms per bead (Table S1, Table S2), depending on the 
specifi c chemistry and symmetry of the underlying chemical 
structure, thus decomposing the intermolecular potentials into 
chemical components [  20  ]  and optimizing intramolecular poten-
tials based an all-atomistic simulations [  21  ,  22  ]  (see Experimental 
Section). Stable, Taxol-integrating micelles of PEG 2000 -PCL 5000  
form in water in both spherical (Figure  1 B) and worm micelle 
morphologies (Figure  1 C). As might be expected, where Taxol 
locates near the interface (50 Å), it orients with aromatic portions 
facing the PCL core (insets in Figure  1 B,C). Full quantitation of 
drug loading is shown below to be well within the capabilities of 
modern rCG computations and can put all of these models to 
the test against experimental results for drug delivery.  

 First we calculate the free energy profi le of the drug dragged 
through micelles of the same molecular weight copolymer by 
utilizing thermodynamic integration along a radial path from 
the center of mass of the given micelle, through the PEG 
corona, and into the bulk water. The drug’s center of mass is 
fi xed at a radius  r  within a spherical or cylindrical shell with 
a constraint force  F  (Figure  1 D), and the change in Taxol Free 
Energy,  Δ  G ( r ), is calculated as

 
�G (r ) = G (r ) − G (0) =

∫ r

0

(
δG

δr

)
dr = −

∫ r

0
〈F 〉r dr .

  
(1)   

where  F r   is the radial component of the local constraint 
force of the spring which is ensemble averaged  〈. . .〉   . The 
mbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Mater. 2011, XX, 1–8

gy Calculations. A. Based on all-atom computations, the diblock copolymer 
ads per caprolactone monomer plus one interfacial CG bead between the 
plemental Tables 1 and 2 provide mapping details. B, C. Spherical micelle 

xol constrained near the interface. The block copolymer is PEG 2000 -PCL 5000 , 
matic groups orient toward the core. The orange arrow indicates the sym-
 Taxol at a radial position  r  from the center of mass of a micelle and meas-
elles at 0.05% PCL density are indicated schematically with gray bars, and 
 the plateau density for bulk water. The change in Taxol free energy  Δ  G ( r ) 
ee energy for the Worm is close to the PEG-PCL interface. F. The partition 
nd the partition ratio (Worm/ Sphere) agrees with experiments.  
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     Figure  2 .     Taxol diffusivity derived from force auto-correlation function 
(FACF) analysis of drug pulled from the center of mass of the micelle into 
water. Core dimensions of Sphere and Worm micelles down to 0.05% PCL 
density are indicated with gray bars. The transition to water is indicated 
by a dashed line and shows the expected rapid increase in drug diffusivity. 
Between the core and water, Taxol interacts strongly with the PEG corona, 
which impedes diffusion.  
resulting  Δ  G ( r ) are clearly distinct for the Worms and Spheres 
(Figure  1 E). 

 Within the core of each micelle–denoted schematically by a 
grey bar out to a PCL density of 0.05%–Taxol’s free energy is 
seen to be more negative for the Worms than for the Spheres. 
The minimum energy for Taxol in the Worm is also close to the 
interface, whereas the minimum in the Sphere is at the center 
of the core. Upon pulling the drug across either micelle’s inter-
face, the Worm shows a distinct local minimum (near 90 Å) 
that is not seen with the Sphere. This is indicative of particu-
larly strong interactions of Taxol with PEG chains that are more 
extended by packing constraints in the Worm (out to 130 Å) 
than the Sphere (out to 100 Å). The difference is in some sense 
surprising because PEG molecular weights are the same, but 
simple ideas of surfactant packing in micelles seem consistent 
with this. Out to the edge of this hydrated polymer corona 
(defi ned at 0.01% PEG density without drug), drug interaction 
with PEG remains strong with  Δ  G   <  0, even though drug inter-
actions with the PCL core are stronger. Moreover, Taxol inter-
acts suffi ciently strongly with PEG in the Worm (less so in the 
Sphere) that pulling on the drug with force  F  stretches PEG 
into bulk water. 

 Experiments had shown Worms load about twice as much 
Taxol as Spheres, and so we calculated the mean change in free 
energy from the minimum in each PCL core to the PCL inter-
face as 35.1 k B T (20.9 kcal/mol) for the Sphere and 34.8 k B T 
(21.3 kcal/mol) for the Worm ( Table    1  ). These energies relate to 
the partition coeffi cients through  log n  K , and for Taxol in lipid 
 vs.  water the reported  log n  K  lipid/w   =  13.1 k B T [  23  ]  appears consid-
erably smaller than for PCL-based micelles–a fact which had 
been noted previously in studies of PEG-PCL vesicles. [  24  ]  More 
importantly, the relative partitioning of Taxol into Worms  versus  
Spheres4

 

Wor m

Spher e
= Kwor mAworm

Ks pher e Asphere

= e�G worm/kTAworm

e�G sphere/kTAsphere
= 1.65 (±0.49)

  
(2)

      

 agrees remarkably well with experimental results (Figure  1 F) 
for a similar molecular weight copolymer [  25  ]  that also shows 
more drug in worm micelles by a factor of 2.01 ( ±  0.22). A 
morphology change from worm to sphere thus decreases drug 
loading. Importantly, a slight degradation of PCL will drive a 
Worm-to-Sphere transition–as clarifi ed in simulations below 
of the PEG-PCL phase diagram, and this will tend to release 
drug and thus contribute to the enhanced anti-cancer effects of 
Taxol-loaded Worms. [  25  ]  
© 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GAdv. Mater. 2011, XX, 1–8

   Table  1.     Thermodynamic integration results for single molecule Taxol 
partitioning into Water from Octanol as well as Sphere and Worm 
micelles composed of PEG 2000 –PCL 5000. .  Δ  G  is taken from the minimum 
in the PCL core. 

Taxol Partitioning Octanol Sphere Micelle Worm micelle

 Δ G (kcal/mol) 1.9 ( + /-0.1) 20.9 ( + /−8.1) 21.1 ( + /−6.6)

log n  K (k B T) 3.16 (2.49-4.4) a) 34.8 35.1

    a) Experimental range cited in text.   
 As part of the same simulations, the local diffusion coef-
fi cient of Taxol is calculated from the variation of local forces 
on the solute and a force auto-correlation function (FACF) 
analysis. [  26  ]  The slow diffusion in this system and the position 
dependent diffusivity make this a useful method:

 
D (r ) = (RT )2∫ ∞

0

〈∇Fs ,r (t) ∇Fs ,r (0)
〉
dt

.

  
(3)   

 

  D ( r ) ranges from about 0.1 to 1  μ m 2 /s in the hydrophobic 
PCL core ( Figure    2  ), which is slower than the typical diffusivity 
of a lipid in a bilayer ( ∼ 1  μ m 2 /s) but slightly faster than diffu-
sivities of Taxol in PCL as deduced from drug release studies. [  27  ]  
Surprisingly, within the PEG corona, diffusion of Taxol 
decreases signifi cantly to 0.001  μ m 2 /s, and this appears due to 
strong but transient interactions with PEG chains, which are 
suffi ciently long to be entangled (with 46 monomers). In bulk 
water, Taxol diffusion jumps to 4000  μ m 2 /s, which is 4-fold 
larger than experiment, [  28  ]  but the small difference almost cer-
tainly refl ects the effects of the larger solvent molecules. This 
transition to diffusion in bulk occurs at longer length scales 
for the Worm than the Sphere because the PEG brush of the 
Worm is signifi cantly extended as noted before. Most important 
in these analyses, the strong but transient interactions with the 
PEG corona do impede Taxol diffusion but  do not  defi ne a free 
energy minimum for either type of micelle (Figure  1 F). Taxol 
that loads into the PEG corona is thus predicted to be lost more 
rapidly, consistent with a burst release process (e.g., Figure S2).  

  Phase Diagram and Density Profi les of PEG-PCL reveal Weak 
Segregation:  To ensure that our modeled polymers possess 
the correct physical properties, we simulated seven PEG-PCL 
copolymers with different hydrophilic fractions ( f  hydrophilic ) 
and different molecular weights (Table S3) and compared to 
the recent experimental phase diagram based on over 30 dif-
ferent PEG-PCL polymers. [  15  ]  We perform rCG-MD simulations 
3mbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim wileyonlinelibrary.com
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     Figure  3 .     Coarse Grain self-assembly of PEG-PCL with comparison to 
experimental phase diagram. A. Homogeneous dispersion of PEG 1000 -
PCL 3000  that assembles into a Bilayer. PEG is orange with cyan CG water 
forming a hydration layer ( ≤ 5 Å). Fluctuations in the random mixture are 
followed by segregation with extensive polymer entanglements in the peri-
odic box, and then formation of a bicelle-like frustrated bilayer (at 30 ns). 
B, C. Bilayer of PEG 2000 -PCL 7700 , and Worm of PEG 2000 -PCL 5000  are both 
stable morphologies. D. Phase diagram for CG simulations fi t within a 
recent experimental phase diagram of the dominant phases.  

     Figure  4 .     Morphology dependent density profi les. (from left to right, top 
to bottom) Sphere of PEG 2000 -PCL 5000 , Worm of PEG 2000 -PCL 5000  without 
and with taxol, and Bilayer of PEG 2000 -PCL 7700 . Water (cyan) penetrates 
into the core of the Sphere moreso than other morphologies. Worm and 
Bilayer morphology possess a denser PEG corona (orange) at 0.4 g/cm 3  
than the Sphere. Density in the core (grey) approaches that of a bulk 
melt of PCL, 1.2 g/cm 3 . With 3 or 9 wt% Taxol, PEG shifts into the core, 
and core density decreases. Increasing drug load shifts drug towards the 
interface.  
with the LAMMPS code [  29  ]  and we fi nd–consistent with exper-
iments–that the stable morphology in solution ranges from 
polymer vesicle bilayers to worm micelles to spherical micelles 
with transitions achieved primarily by increasing  f  hydrophilic  
( Figure    3  , Table S3). At low  f  hydrophilic  the model is consistent 
with bilayer formation as shown in Figure  3 A: random fl uc-
tuations in a homogeneous mixture of copolymer and water 
are soon followed by segregation with both hydrophobic and 
hydrophilic entanglements throughout the periodic box, and 
then complete segregation of water and polymer into a bicelle 
(30 ns), that over long times reveals a bilayer. Figure  3 C shows 
such a PEG 2000 -PCL 7700  bilayer patch of a ‘polymersome’, while 
Figure  3 B shows a stable worm micelle of PEG 2000 -PCL 5000 , 
which has a much lower  f  hydrophilic . Likewise, PEG 2000 -PCL 1000  
generates a spherical micelle while PEG 2000 -PCL 500  is too short 
to assemble (Figure  3 D) even though many diacyl lipids that 
readily assemble have a molecular weight in the range of just 
500 g/mol. Long established arguments of Israelachvili [  30  ]  pre-
dict the curvature trends in curved assemblies here and do 
apply in a straightforward fashion to strongly segregating block 
copolymers such as PEG-polybutadiene (PEG-PBD), [  31  ]  but 
PCL is a weakly segregating block. Oxygen in PCL contributes 
© 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag Gwileyonlinelibrary.com
to  f  hydrophilic  in the estimations here and in recent work, [  15  ]  and 
this important contribution quantitatively aligns the phase dia-
gram of PEG-PCL (Figure  3 D) to that of other, more strongly 
segregating block copolymers such as PEG-PBD. [  31  ]  Orange 
chains of PEG in the sectioned bilayer and worm micelle 
(Figure  3 B,C) are indeed seen to interact with the PCL core in 
addition to generating the expected corona hydrated with light 
blue waters.  

 Density profi les of the same molecular weight polymers in 
worm or sphere micelle morphologies ( Figure    4  ) and also a 
similar molecular weight polymer bilayer quantify the extent 
of PEG penetration into the core as well as other key features. 
PEG penetrates into the core of the worm micelle more so than 
in the spherical micelle, and as clarifi ed below this effectively 
increases the loading capacity at the interface and results in the 
additional free energy well noted earlier in Figure  1 E. With the 
spherical micelle, the interfacial region allows water penetra-
tion to nearly all occupied PEG corona regions, and slightly into 
the PCL core, while the worm micelle case does not allow water 
penetration as deep into the PEG corona region. Water is seen 
in the core at about 0.02 wt% loading per nanocarrier, which 
is much lower than typical Taxol loading (see below), and the 
center of the Sphere has 50% more water ( ∼ 1.8 M) compared 
to the Worm and Bilayer ( ∼ 1.2 M). The core of the Worm is 
nonetheless larger in diameter, by about 5 Å, due to stretching 
of the chains, consistent with mean fi eld theories. [  32  ]  The worm 
and bilayer morphology also possesses a denser PEG corona 
(orange) (0.4 g/cm 3 ) than the spherical micelle, even though 
PCL density in the core (grey) is comparable to a bulk melt 
(1.2 g/cm 3 ) in all three morphologies. All of these contributing 
factors result in a larger loading volume for Taxol in worm 
micelle and the low free energy state.  
mbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Mater. 2011, XX, 1–8
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      Figure  5 .     Taxol in bulk water and at the Octanol water interface. A. Steered molecular dynamics of drug across a CG octanol-water interface. Octanol is 
grey, CG water is light blue, and Taxol is purple and green (benzene groups). B. Taxol aggregates in CG water in tens of nsec due to hydrophobicity. C. 
 Δ  G vs.  z across the octanol-water interface. Interfacial adsorption near  z   =  40 Å is followed by an increase in free energy in the water phase with a net 
change of 1.9 kcal/mol.  
 As 3 wt% Taxol or 9 wt% Taxol are added to micelles of 
PEG 2000 -PCL 5000 , the density profi les change and prove revealing. 
PEG shifts into the core, decreasing the PCL core density by a 
remarkable 33%, to 0.8 g/cm 3 . With increasing drug concen-
tration, Taxol shifts towards the interface from 40 Å to 60 Å. 
Drug partitioning towards the interface and strong interactions 
with the hydrophilic component have long been thought to con-
tribute to burst release, [  33  ]  and this is the clearest molecular evi-
dence of such polymer rearrangement. Molecular dynamics is a 
crucial component to the design of drug delivery vehicles, and 
can depict a molecular view of the drug loading, and the degree 
of drug-vehicle interactions. 

 As a further check on the polymer physics of these assem-
blies, the radius of the hydrophobic core,  R  core , is shown to 
depend on the PCL tail length,  M  h,  with the form  R  core   ∼   M  h  0.50 , 
indicating a weakly segregated interface dominated by chain 
entropy (see Figure S3). This is in surprising contrast to the 
growth of the core with the molecular weight of the tail with a 
strongly segregating block copolymer such as PEG-PBD, which 
scales as  ∼  M  h  0.6  and is close to the strong segregation theory 
(SST) of  ∼  M  h  0.66 . [  9  ]  Likewise, from the interaction parameter  χ  
calculated from short chain atomistic simulations of polymers 
in the melt phase, the interfacial width in SST can be estimated 
to be 10 Å (see Suppl. Results), but here we see a much larger 
width of  ∼ 20 Å in the Worm. The difference demonstrates the 
weak segregation, consistent with signifi cant penetration of 
PEG into the PCL core, with implications for Taxol partitioning. 
The increased hydration at the interface, could also play a 
role in the noted suppression of crystallization in PEG-PCL 
© 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GAdv. Mater. 2011, XX, 1–8
worm-like micelles, [  15  ]  promoting a melt that is more likely to 
integrate Taxol than a crystal. 

  Taxol aggregation in Water versus Taxol dispersion within PEG-
PCL Worm Micelles:  Taxol’s poor solubility is well-documented 
with partitioning between octanol and water that ranges 
experimentally from  log n  K  o/w   =  2.5 to 4.4 [  13  ,  34  ]  (Table  1 ). Simula-
tions here of rCG Taxol in octanol-water mixtures as well as in 
pure water ( Figure    5  A,B) show Taxol molecules in pure water 
aggregate within nanoseconds ( < 10 ns). Taxol reportedly exhibits 
a head-to-tail packing in its crystalline phase in polar solvents, 
and head-to-head packing in non-polar solvents due to hydrogen 
bonding. [  35  ]  In our short simulations, head-to-tail crystallization 
in the aggregate was not evident, but the obvious close packing 
clearly minimizes contact with water. In contrast and as detailed 
below, Taxol molecules remain homogeneously dispersed within 
the PCL core of micelles, with some notable local correlations.  

 Jarzinsky’s equality, [  36  ]  a special case of Crook’s theorem, [  37  ]  
tells us that the work,  W , relates to the free energy change,   Δ G , 
between the two phases:  e−�G/kT = e−W/kT    From this we can 
calculate an octanol/water partition coeffi cient,  log n  K o/w   ,  where 
 Ko/w = e−�G/kT    by measuring the work in pulling Taxol across 
an octanol-water interface. Taxol is pulled at constant velocity, 
and the force is averaged over many pulls. Figure  5 C shows 
Taxol has a preference for the interface of an octanol-water 
mixture, as is evident in the local minimum of the free energy 
profi le. Indeed, the orientation of Taxol close to the interface 
(Figure  5 B, inset) shows the more hydrophobic and aromatic 
portions buried in octanol, which is reminiscent of orienta-
tions in PEG-PCL micelles (Figure  1 B-C) and is typical of the 
5mbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim wileyonlinelibrary.com
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      Figure  6 .     Taxol dispersion at realistic drug concentrations within a Worm micelle. A. CG Taxol at 9 wt% in a PEG 2000 -PCL 5000  Worm micelle core, with 
Taxol in purple and green and PCL chains as transparent grey. B. CG Taxol at 3 wt% loading (left) and 9 wt% loading (right), with the Worm’s end-cap 
removed to reveal the radial distribution of Taxol. C. Mean-squared displacement (MSD) of Taxol diffusing over 0.5 ms in 3 wt% and 9 wt% loaded 
Worms. D. Radial distribution function  g ( r ) for taxol-taxol interactions in bulk water, and in the two drug-loaded Worms.  
interfacial activity of aromatic compounds at lipid membranes. 
Importantly, far from the interface, the total free energy change 
of  − 1.9 kcal/mol corresponds to a partition coeffi cient of 3.16 
which is in the middle of the experimental range (Table  1 ). 

 To test the drug-drug-polymer interactions and perturbations 
to assemblies, we set up worm micelles at different concentra-
tions of Taxol loading, and at the higher load of 9 wt% Taxol, 
which is at the high end of experimental loadings [  38  ] , drug 
molecules appear dispersed as quantifi ed below ( Figure    6  A). 
After very long simulations that approach  ∼  μ sec’s, the micellar 
structure also remains stable at both 3 wt% and 9 wt% Taxol 
(Figure  6 A,B), and mean squared displacements versus time 
(Figure  6 C) further allow us to estimate the diffusion constant 
as:  D  Tax/PCL   =  ( 1

6t < (r (t) − r (0))2 >  ). At 300 nsec, 3 wt% Taxol 
gave  D  Tax/PCL   ∼  3  μ m 2 /s whereas 9 wt% gave slightly lower 
© 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag wileyonlinelibrary.com
 D  Tax/PCL   ∼  1  μ m 2 /s, which suggests enhanced drug-drug inter-
actions at high loading. Mean diffusivity speeds up on longer 
times and likely refl ects more equilibrated interactions within 
the core, such as with PEG permeating the interface (Figure  3 C). 
Regardless, the values for  D  Tax/PCL  here are within the range of 
values calculated above by pulling Taxol through the core using 
the FACF method (Figure  2 ).  

 Importantly, after the very long simulations (450 ns), the 
Taxol-Taxol radial distribution function  g (r) shows aggregation 
in water but dispersion of the drug in the PCL core (Figure  6 D). 
In bulk water, the Taxol-Taxol peak is at  ∼ 5 Å and is consistent 
with a local head-to-tail stacking as cited above. Within the 
micelle, Taxol perturbs the interface and interacts strongly with 
interfacial PEG, while also setting up a Taxol-Taxol network, the 
periodicity of which is denoted by the peak in the  g (r) at 20 Å 
GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Mater. 2011, XX, 1–8
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and appears consistent with a locally correlated head-to-head 
stacking. Deeper examination of  g (r) shows that increased drug 
load decreases the correlations, due perhaps to the increased 
interaction with PEG. Loading of the drug near the inter-
face, towards the micellar corona as an explanation of ‘burst 
release’ has been in discussion in drug delivery community 
for many decades [  33  ]  and is now clearly demonstrated here in a 
nanoparticle. 

 Accounting for morphology-dependent drug loading 
requires accurate modeling of the subtly distinct contribu-
tions to the aggregate free energy — namely the entropies 
of hydrophilic and hydrophobic blocks, the various interac-
tion energies near and far from the interface, the solvent, 
and the drug. The solubility of simple aliphatic and aromatic 
compounds has been shown to depend on the state of the 
polymer molecule and the underlying micellar morphology in 
Flory-type mean fi eld theory. [  39  ]  We show here that an ideal 
way to capture such complexity for advanced delivery systems 
while maintaining a strong connection with the underlying 
chemistry and experimental properties is to use a multi-scale 
rCG-MD approach. 

 Others have used Dissipative Particle Dynamics with highly 
simplifi ed potentials to study integration of Taxol into self-
assemblies of PEG-poly(lactic acid) (i.e. PEG-PLA, another type 
of polyester copolymer) and concluded that the drug acts as a 
template for self-assembly. [  40  ]  However, experiments show that 
including Taxol during the PEG-PCL micellization process pre-
vents worm formation entirely. [  41  ]  Here we demonstrate that 
the collective behavior of the drug at higher loading can infl u-
ence the packing and interfacial profi le in the Worms: in par-
ticular, increases in Taxol concentration shift the drug towards 
the interface, increasing drug-drug interactions and drug-PEG 
interactions. Higher concentrations of drug should therefore 
exhibit greater burst release. Controlled supression of burst 
release should increase plasma residence time of drug and, in 
combination with passive targeting to tumors (via Enhanced 
Permeation and Retention), improve drug delivery to tumors. [  42  ]  
Doubtless, these drug concentration effects may depend on the 
specifi c drug and nanoparticle, but the results nonetheless sug-
gest a practical means to harnessing the relative immisciblity of 
polymers to understand and control burst release from physi-
cally loaded nanocarriers. In general, the core polymer (PCL 
here) is thought to dominate drug release, but here we show 
that the corona (PEG) and the interface (between PEG and PCL) 
also play a signifi cant role. Consistent with this picture, parti-
cles made with PEG-PLA modifi ed by the hydrophilic polymer 
glycolic acid also exhibit strong burst release, [  42  ]  with increased 
burst release found with increasing glycolic acid. Moreover, 
modifi cations of Taxol to make the drug more soluble in PEG-
polyesters generally increases loading and exhibits a more sus-
tained release profi le, [  13  ]  predictably shifting the solute towards 
the core. On the other hand, Worms made from strongly seg-
regating, highly hydrophobic copolymers such as PEG-PBD 
do not stably retain much Taxol compared to Worms of PEG-
PCL, [  25  ]  which is consistent with an important role for the inter-
mediate solubility of PCL. Likewise, increasing the molecular 
weight of PEG generally promotes loading with shorter PCL 
lengths, [  43  ]  most likely due to the additional interaction of Taxol 
with the PEG. 
© 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmAdv. Mater. 2011, XX, 1–8
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Supplemental Information 

CG Model Development:  As described in cited references, the short range interactions, are 

described by a Lennard Jones potential of a 9-6 type, ν(r)9−6, where σ and ε are fixed by a 

combination of surface tension and density for the chemical mapping of each bead type, 

�(�)��� = 	

� � ��

�� − ��

���.  Mixing is defined using the conventional combination rule where 

��� = �������
�  and ���=���� .  The CG mapping consists of 3-5 heavy atoms per site.  The 

mapping for PEG consists of that already described by Shinoda et al., while the mapping for 

PCL consists of 3 different CG beads for every CL monomer as shown in Figure 1A and as 

defined explicitly in Table S1.  Paclitaxel is divided into 23 beads, of chain type, benzene 

type, and ring type, and individual molecular mappings are found for each bead, with some 

simplifications between them being made, as explicitly defined in Table S2.    However, we 

note in these systems significant hydrogen bonding is of course an additional consideration 

for all interactions, including: the PEG-PEG, PEG-water, PCL-drug [1], and may add 

additional complexities to the phase behavior and partitioning of the system, particularly for 

the temperature dependence. In this case, all beads are uncharged.  Bond and angular 

interactions between CG beads are obtained from all-atom simulations using a potential based 

on the CHARMM27 force-field of a short PCL melt (see Supplement), while intramolecular 

interactions for paclitaxel are obtained from simulations in all-atomistic octanol (all-atom 

force field for paclitaxel parameterized by David Sept [2]) .  In these cases, the intramolecular 

interactions are modeled via harmonic potentials given by  (�)!"#$ = %!(� − �")	 and 

 (�)&#'() = %&(* − *")	.  Here, Kb and ro represent the equilibrium force constant and 

distance for bonds, and Ka and *" represent the equilibrium force constant and angle for 

angles.  These constants are obtained from the respective simulations using an inverse 

Boltzmann technique, such that: 

+!"#$(�) ∝ −-�./0 1(�)
�	                                                          (1) 
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+&#'() ∝ − -�./0 3(4)
56# 4                                                                (2)            

PEG-PCL Simulations:  All CG simulations were run using LAMMPS, a parallel molecular 

dynamics code developed by Sandia National Laboratory, with a timestep of 10 fs. The 

temperature and the pressure were controlled using the Nose-Hoover algorithm at 300K and 

1atm.   

Octanol Water Setup:  In order to test the octanol water exchange free energy, we set up a 

simulation box containing 3000 CG octanol molecules and 1000 CG waters, with one CG 

paclitaxel.  All CG simulations were run using LAMMPS, a parallel molecular dynamics code 

developed by Sandia National Laboratory.  A two level RESPA multitime step integrator was 

used, with the bond and angle potentials were evaluated with the inner time step of 2 fs, and 

the nonbonded interactions were evaluated with the outer time step of 10 fs. The temperature 

and the pressure were controlled using the Nose-Hoover algorithm at 300K and 1atm.  Using 

the NPT thermostat, an interface spontaneously forms between the water and octanol, with the 

paclitaxel sampling locations in the bulk octanol, as well as close to the interface.  The size of 

the box at equilibrium was approximately 96 Å x 96 Å x 192 Å.  We pull paclitaxel across the 

octanol water interface at a constant velocity of .000002 Å/fs 20 times using a constraint with 

spring constant of 1000.0 g/mol fs2, and average the force across 20 pulls to find the work and 

thus the change in free energy using Jarzynski’s relation.   

Thermodynamic Integration Setup: In order to test the change in free energy from the inside 

of the micelle to the outside or bulk solution water, we set up two simulation boxes—one 

containing a slice of a periodic worm micelle, and the other containing a spherical micelle 

composed of the same molecular weight copolymers as shown in Figure 1.  Parameters for 

the simulation are the same as described for the octanol water setup, except the size of the two 

simulation boxes at equilibrium are approximately 340 Å x 340 Å x 90 Å and 260 Å x 270 x 

270 Å respectively.  In addition, we next start by setting up thermodynamic integration 

calculations for CG paclitaxel by confining the drug at a radial distance, allowing free angular 
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rotation and movement in the angular plane, from the inside to the outside of the micelle, 

starting at the center of mass of the worm micelle and by increasing each simulation point by 

5 Å respectively, until the paclitaxel distance from the center of mass of the micelle is inside 

of the bulk water in solution.  We constrain paclitaxel at each point using a harmonic force 

with spring constant of 10.0 g/mol fs2.  In addition we constrain the center of mass of the 

micelle with a harmonic force with spring constant of 1000.0 g/mol fs2.  At each distance, we 

simulate the system for 25 ns, for a total of 250 ns simulation time for each micelle.   

Higher Concentrations Setup:  Two sets of simulations were run for approximately 300ns, 

one of a PEG2000-PCL5000 worm micelle at 3wt% taxol loading, one of a worm micelle at 9 

wt% taxol loading.  The simulation box size is 320 Å by 320 Å by 500 Å. 

Weak segregation and the diffuse interface:  The smallest monomer volume of the two 

respective polymers is used, by convention to calculate the interaction parameter: 

  
2)( jiB

m

Tk

V

δδ
χ

−
= .                                                                                       (3)  

The difference in Hildebrand solubility parameters δi and δj is for PEG and PCL.  The 

monomer volume (Vm) for PEG is 41.4 cm3/mol, for PCL is 59.9 cm3/mol (obtained from all-

atom molecular dynamics), and for PBD is 31.1 cm3/mol. The approximate Hildebrand 

solubility parameter (δ) for PEG is 14.1cal/cm3, for PCL is 11.2 cal/cm3 [3].  From this value 

of χPEG-PCL, we can estimate the interfacial tension and width assuming SST (strong 

segregation theory), as 2.7mN/m and 15 Å.  Additionally, scaling of the hydrophobic core 

size, Rcore, with the length of the hydrophobic tail, Mh, fits the power law Rcore ~ Mh
1/2 as 

shown in Figure S1, with the molecular weight of the tail increasing from 5000, 7500, to 

1000 Da’s in the worm micelle phase.  This is an indication of weak segregation, or a random 

polymer chain. 

  [1]     D. Sutton, S. Wang, N. Nasongkla, J. Gao and E. E. Dormidontova, Exp Biol Med 
(Maywood) 2007, 232, 1090. 

  [2]     D. Sept and F. C. MacKintosh, Phys Rev Lett 2010, 104, 018101. 
  [3]     J. Liu, Y. Xiao and C. Allen, J Pharm Sci 2004, 93, 132. 



 

 

 

Supp. Fig S1. Process of creating the CG model for PCL and Taxol.  
obtained from all-atom simulations of a PCL
obtained from all-atom simulations of drug in TIP3 water and also a mixture of 3
water.  Short range, or Lennard Jones type interaction
groups, which are defined in Supp. Table 1. and Supp. Table 2. Bonds and angles are obtained 
using an inverse Boltzmann technique and are defined in Supp. Table 4 for P

 
 

Supp. Fig S2. Schematic illustrating burs
micelle is quickly released in less than 24 hours, followed by the rest of the solute at a much 
slower rate. 
 
 

 
Supp. Fig S3. Scaling of the hydrophobic core size 
the hydrophobic tail Mh fits a power law 
polymer in a melt and this indicates minimal effects of interfacial tension on ch
configurations and thus weak segregation.
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Process of creating the CG model for PCL and Taxol.  Bonds and angles are 
atom simulations of a PCL7  melt.  Taxol bonds and angles are likewise 
atom simulations of drug in TIP3 water and also a mixture of 3

water.  Short range, or Lennard Jones type interactions, are mapped from small chemical 
groups, which are defined in Supp. Table 1. and Supp. Table 2. Bonds and angles are obtained 
using an inverse Boltzmann technique and are defined in Supp. Table 4 for P

 
Schematic illustrating burst release.  Solute loaded close to the interface of a 

micelle is quickly released in less than 24 hours, followed by the rest of the solute at a much 

 

Scaling of the hydrophobic core size Rcore of Worm micelles with the length of 
fits a power law Rcore ~ Mh

0.5.  This scaling is appropriate for random 
polymer in a melt and this indicates minimal effects of interfacial tension on ch
configurations and thus weak segregation. 
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Supp. Table 1. PEG-PCL CG Mapping. The mapping for PEG that of Shinoda et al., while 
the mapping for PCL consists of 3 different CG beads for every CL monomer as shown in 
Figure 1A. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CG Monomer Chemical Structure 

W (H20)3 

EO -CH2-0-CH2- 

OA H0CH2- 

CM -CH2CH2CH2- 

M1 -C0 CH2- 

M2 -CH2 O- 
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Supp. Table 2. Taxol CG Mapping as shown in Figure 1A.  Taxol is divided into 23 beads, of 
chain type, benzene type, and ring type, and individual molecular mappings are found for 
each bead, with some simplifications being made. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CG 
Monomer 

Chemical Structure 

W (H20)3 

CC1 formamide 

CC2 ethanol 

CC3 ester 

CC4 acetate 

CC5 ester 

CC6 acetate 

R1a ½ benzene 

R1b CH3-CH2-CH3 

R1c CH2-CH2-OH 

R2a ethanol 

R2b 1/2 benzene 

R3 ethanol 

R4a 1/3 benzene 

R4b OA 

B1a 1/3 benzene 

B1b 1/3 benzene 

B1c 1/3 benzene 

B2a 1/3 benzene 

B2b 1/3 benzene 

B2c 1/3 benzene 

B3a 1/3 benzene 

B3b 1/3 benzene 

B3c 1/3 benzene 
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Supp. Table 3. Summary of PEG-PCL simulations for study of phase behavior.  Simulation 
morphology ranges from loose aggregates to a frustrated bilayer assembly to the worm or 
spherical micelle case.  Higher molecular weight aggregates are pre-formed in the 
experimental morphology and the simulation is run for several hundred nanoseconds. 
 

Diblock Diblock (g/mol) Experimental Morphology Simulation 
Morphology 

Agg. Core Thickness 
(Simulation) 

PEG23-
PCL4 

PEG1000-PCL500 undetermined Loose aggregates N/A 

PEG23-
PCL9 

PEG1000-PCL1000 Spherical (dominant) Sphere ~ 

PEG23-
PCL26 

PEG1000-PCL3000 Bilayer(dominant) 

+ Sphere 

Bilayer / Sphere 42 Å (bilayer) 

PEG45-
PCL44 

PEG2000-PCL5000 Worm (dominant by weight %) 
+ Sphere 

Worm / Sphere 60 Å (worm) 

PEG46-
PCL67 

PEG2000-PCL7700 Bilayer Bilayer 50 Å (bilayer) 

PEG111-
PCL66 

PEG4800-PCL7500 Worm Worm 71 Å (worm) 

PEG148-
PCL88 

PEG6500PCL10000 Worm Worm 76 Å (worm) 

 


